
You have found yourself in the best work day you have had in a long time.
Ambitions run high right now and you could come across an opportunity

to further your position or get a new one! Communicating with the boss or superiors
comes easily when you discuss something sensitive; this clears the air for everyone to
move forward with something important. Strong work related energy is likely. You might
say or do the wrong thing and make things worse; your intentions are pure, no harm
intended! You could want to keep to yourself, but you just can t today. Tending to work
brings pretty good outcomes. Intuition tells you to stay out of something, and you listen.
Having something your way seems most important right now; hold on and don t panic if

it doesn’t go your way! You enjoy your own company a bit later. 

Aries (March 21-April 19)

STAR TRACK

You could find yourself in an unfortunate position to spend, spend, spend when
you shouldn’t! You could test your boundaries to see just how far you can go without getting
into trouble. You seem more than capable of doing whatever it takes to succeed. You could
get your temper up over nothing and later regret it; this is likely a result of a misunderstanding.
You seem to actually soak up the beauty in a certain environment you find yourself in later
today. Being with someone you love makes this a perfect day. You hold special affection for
those you share time with just now; you re extremely grateful for all that you have been
blessed with. Your pure loyalty is apparent when you come to a friend s rescue. You re seen
as charming and attractive to be with. Something new pops up in the business environment. 

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

Your security could be challenged by someone in authority; this causes extreme
upset as your home and family are at the very top of your priority list. You feel

secure and fortunate in the life you have created for yourself. There just may be a change in
your work place arrangements that could be troubling; keep in mind that this will likely turn out
to be the very best thing that could ever happen! Someone admires your strong work ethic
and productivity. You may find yourself in a position to refuse something offered; self-reliance
is strongly forecast for some time to come. Teamwork is called for later and you find yourself in
a position to follow, not lead; you like having the opportunity to work without added pressure.
You re able to make some arrangements you thought might be a lot more difficult. 

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

You are facing a choice regarding an important move in your life; emotional ties
could strongly influence this! You feel a strong energy of change and encour-

agement in your decisions at this time. A demanding person causes and uncomfortable environ-
ment by insisting you do something their way; you may show them a side of you they don t like.
You readily accept a challenge you know you can surmount. Someone has a close eye on the
example you set. Your positive influence is felt by those you work with; a major project benefits
from your insight and open mind. You prove yourself when you help someone avert a bad situa-
tion. Taking on a new project isn’t something you want to do, but this could push you in the right
direction. You lie equality and balance for the positive outcomes it creates and allows. 

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

Leo (July 23-August 22)

Welcome to a new day that finds you invigorated and motivated! New
career directions are strongly possible; it s the decisions that might give you difficulty. A
project requiring practical approaches have your name on them! You know what you want
to do, now you just have to figure out how to do it, and you will. You appear to be in control
of any situation you may find yourself in. You re not in the mood for chasing solutions for an
issue that doesn’t have much to offer; you re more interested in working with things that
make a positive difference. Temptation strikes when you happen upon someone you have
not seen in a while! Do your best! You well know that you can do anything you truly want to
do. You re moving farther away from your old way of life and into a much brighter place. 

Virgo (August 23-September 22)

You re in for being appreciated at work or home, either way, your ego s in for
a lift today! A break in routine is strongly indicated when you receive a welcome invitation
from a friend. You return the affection of someone you used to know. Your sense of equality
and fairness could get in your way. You could be sexually active during this phase, especially
now. You take a wrong turn and become lost when you re unexpected at a certain gather-
ing; you re late, but you do manage to get there! Someone surprises you with some surpris-
ing news that could rattle you; this isn’t necessarily a negative thing but it does cause drastic
change. You start from the very beginning when a new project unfolds; no obstructions or
slowdowns are forecast. Reading or watching a movie takes you away from the grindstone. 

Libra (September 23-October 22)

Looking inside you try to figure out why you feel a certain way about a cer-
tain person; you cold seriously consider marriage or another important partnership. Some
interest gossip comes to you regarding someone from your past; you wish this person the
very best now. Keeping your thoughts to yourself seems likely today and this is for the very
best. You want nothing to do with someone who insists on being unrealistic when dealing
with an important project. You encounter a person that always brings your spirits up and
encourages your efforts. You enjoy taking a walk on what some may consider the dark side ;
something uncommon is strongly indicated here; hold your head up as you follow your inten-
tions to the end. Beginning at the beginning is something you look forward to at this time. 

Scorpio (October 23-November 21)

Luck is with you when someone else handles a sticky business situation as
your thoughts aren’t clear. You get to the bottom of a certain situation that s

keeping you up at night! You manage to land on your feet when you make an unfortunate
decision; you have a protective energy surround you now according to the heavens. Money
means power when a wealthy person offers to pay high-dollar for an item or piece of property
you possess. You have a grateful heart. Your love for, and understanding of, others are endear-
ing qualities; you re well admired! You reach a conclusion regarding sharing some good news
with someone special. Your secrets are happy ones you don t mind sharing right now! You
influence several when you reveal how some things works for a group of interested people.

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

Your independence is dominant as you tack a project on your own. Your desire
to fit in and be accepted is highlighted. You adore animals, and may find your-

self helping with one in some way that doesn’t belong to you. You could be misty eyed today
as you reflect on your life and loves. This is a day filled with loved ones that share information
that s been passed down. Learning more about your ancestors could interest you now. Your
head could be in the clouds for much of the day and as a result you could realize something
very helpful. Positive energy is a strong component of your month with the exception of some
slices of negative influence. You relate to someone who s your senior and shares the same
opinions and attitudes; working together you find new ways to invest in a new field.

Pisces (February 19-March 20)

Your day s spent doing chores you have put off. Tasks are done with ease and
with little effort. The parts of your life you truly love are never far from your thoughts and this
is very timely just now; home needs you as much as you need home! You have a distinct wish
to be highly regarded by a particular person; this is a definite bone of contention you re
beginning to let go of. You can t seem to get your words out correctly; take a moment! You
have entered a phase that ushers in a strong desire to broaden your goals and shoot for the
stars come to the fore. You just happen to be at your most effective when negotiating and
collaborating with others. You re very clear on which path to take and plan to take things one
step at a time; no acting needy or collapsing into courses of action that might fail you.

Aquarius (January 20- February 18)

CROSSWORD 1873

ACROSS
1. The cry made by sheep.
4. With anger.
11. A form of magnetic resonance imaging

of the brain that registers blood flow
to functioning areas of the brain.

15. The month following July and preced-
ing September.

16. A rise in the temperature of the body.
17. Water falling in drops from vapor con-

densed in the atmosphere.
18. A short high tone produced as a signal

or warning.
19. Not out.
20. One of two official languages of

Norway.
22. A condition (mostly in boys) character-

ized by behavioral and learning disor-
ders.

23. First in order of birth.
25. Asian pepper plant whose dried leaves

are chewed with betel nut (seed of the
betel palm) by southeast Asians.

27. A person of unquestioning obedience.
29. European twining plant whose flowers

are used chiefly to flavor malt liquors.
30. (Irish) One of a group of sea demons

sometimes associated with the hostile
power of nature.

33. French mathematician and astronomer
who formulated the nebular hypothe-
sis concerning the origins of the solar
system and who developed the theory
of probability (1749-1827).

35. Lie adjacent to another.
37. Small genus of erect balsam-scented

herbs.
41. The lowermost portion of a structure

partly or wholly below ground level.
43. An association of people to promote

the welfare of senior citizens.
45. A theory of strong interactions

between elementary particles (includ-
ing the interaction that binds protons
and neutrons in the nucleus).

46. Take in solid food.
47. (computer science) A kind of computer

architecture that has a large number of
instructions hard coded into the cpu
chip.

50. A pause or interruption (as in a con-
versation).

52. An antineoplastic drug used to treat
certain malignancies.

54. French composer (1892-1974).
55. A Mid-Atlantic state.
57. A soft silvery metallic element of the

alkali metal group.
58. The front of the head from the fore-

head to the chin and ear to ear.
61. A sudden loss of consciousness result-

ing when the rupture or occlusion of a
blood vessel leads to oxygen lack in
the brain.

66. An agency of the United Nations
responsible for programs to aid edu-
cation and the health of children and
mothers in developing countries.

71. Long and light rowing boat.
72. Of texture.
75. Jordan's port.
76. A benevolent aspect of Devi.
77. Russian writer of stories and novels

and plays (1818-1883).
79. A member of a Mayan people of

southwestern Guatemala.
80. The sense organ for hearing and equi-

librium.
81. Or family Polypodiaceae.
82. A loose sleeveless outer garment made

from aba cloth.

DOWN
1. A small cake leavened with yeast.
2. A Scottish word.
3. Advanced in years.
4. Give a certain impression or have a cer-

tain outward aspect.
5. A Mid-Atlantic state.
6. Cooking utensil consisting of a flat heat-

ed surface (as on top of a stove) on
which food is cooked.

7. The conversion of waste land into land
suitable for use of habitation or culti-
vation.

8. Denoting a quantity consisting of one
more than eight and one less than ten.

9. Horizontal beam used as a finishing
piece over a door or window.

10. A branch of the Tai languages.
11. German educator who founded the

kindergarten system (1782-1852).
12. Cuban poet and revolutionary who

fought for Cuban independence from
Spain (1853-1895).

13. (of e.g. celestial bodies) Above the hori-
zon.

14. A linen tape used for trimming as a
decoration.

21. A soft gray ductile metallic element
used in alloys.

24. A shade of brown with a tinge of red.
26. A unit of weight used in some Moslem

countries near the Mediterranean.
28. An island in the Persian Gulf.
31. A religious belief of African origin

involving witchcraft and sorcery.
32. (prefix) Consisting of more than one.
34. Small porous bowl made of bone ash

used in assaying to separate precious
metals from e.g. lead.

36. Not still wet.
38. Short and fat.
39. A very light brown.
40. (Babylonian) God of storms and wind.
42. A legal document codifying the result

of deliberations of a committee or
society or legislative body.

44. The highest level or degree attainable.
48. A detailed description of design crite-

ria for a piece of work.
49. A white metallic element that burns

with a brilliant light.
51. Sharp piercing cry.
53. An organization of countries formed in

1961 to agree on a common policy for
the sale of petroleum.

56. A soft silvery metallic element of the
alkali earth group.

59. (Jungian psychology) The inner self
(not the external persona) that is in
touch with the unconscious.

60. A roll of tobacco for smoking.
62. Light wispy precipitation that evapo-

rates before it reaches the ground
(especially when the lower air is low in
humidity).

63. An anti-TNF compound (trade name
Arava) that is given orally.

64. Cubes of meat marinated and cooked
on a skewer usually with vegetables.

65. Small terrestrial lizard of warm regions
of the Old World.

67. (prefix) Outside or outer.
68. Highly offensive.
69. Try to manage without help.
70. A Tibetan or Mongolian priest of

Lamaism.
73. A unit of surface area equal to 100

square meters.
74. A fractional monetary unit of Japan and

Indonesia and Cambodia.
78. A trivalent metallic element of the rare

earth group.
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You value your belongings, your family, your life in general; material gain is
strongly indicated during the new phase you have entered. A spirit of acquisition

is prominent according to the stars as you plan for your future. You get a bad vibe regarding
someone you re around; pay attention to what intuition says regarding this person. It takes a bit
of true effort, but you can avoid an ugly confrontation if you choose to. Taboos and secrets
appeal to you and some type of involvement is forecast; we all enjoy our private pleasures, don t
put yourself down for enjoying yours. Starting over with someone you have offended, or some-
one who s offended you, goes smoothly. You love being the center of attention and absorb
words of praise like a sponge. You enjoy the perfect end to a very good, productive day. 

Joining with others to make a difference is strongly indicated in the heavens.
Your relationships for deeper bonds and grown stronger in meaning. Friends

are family, family are friends! You pay attention to a compulsion driving you to discover
more about a recent new acquaintance. Your mental state s sharp; problem solving comes
easily. You could join a group that promotes beliefs you feel very strongly about and fol-
low; working with others works! You re challenged in one area of life you strive to improve
on with considerable success. If you re frustrated and you very well could be! You should
take into consideration that this is very temporary. Spending time outside creates the
atmosphere you need to freshen your body, mind and spirit. 
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